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Abstract

CBCT Evaluation of Condylar Changes in Children with Unilateral Posterior Crossbites with a Functional Shift

Lance Pittman, D.D.S.

Introduction: Unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift is one of the most common early adolescent malocclusions. It is caused by a transversely deficient maxilla, relative to the mandible, and results when the mandible shifts to one side so the teeth can maximally interdigitate. This shift is thought to cause the contralateral condyle to move anteriorly, inferiorly, and medially within the TMJ. Much attention has been given recently to the affects of this functional shift on the condyles. An attempt is being made to determine if pathological position of the condyles can cause condylar signs or symptoms similar to DJD or JCR, or if the position of the condyle is in an altered position within the TMJ.

Methodology: Sixty DICOM images were reviewed from the private database of Thomas Shipley D.M.D., M.S. of Peoria, AZ. Thirty one subjects were selected for the control group and twenty nine subjects were selected based on a unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift. Transverse dimensions were measured at the skeletal base and the dentoalveolar base. Molar inclinations, condylar angulations, and condylar anterior joint spaces, superior joint spaces, and posterior joint spaces were measured. ANOVA was used to compare different groups and matched pair was used to compare differences within the same patient. Pairwise correlation was used to determine reliability. Results: The dentoalveolar measurements concluded our crossbite group had a maxillomandibular difference of -8.22mm ± 3.04 and our control group had a difference of -4.01 ± 2.69. There were no statistical differences between molar inclinations, condylar width or angulation, or any joint space measurements. 19/31 of the control group, and 21/29 of the crossbite group had a radiographic sign of joint disease. Conclusion: Since there were no positional differences in the condyle between the control and crossbite groups, some sort of remodeling that occurs within the TMJ would likely have to occur and may be why many of the crossbite group had signs of joint disease.
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Chapter I - Introduction

Statement of the Problem:

The unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift is one of the most common early adolescent malocclusions. It is caused by a transversely deficient maxilla, relative to the mandible, and results when the mandible shifts to one side to so the teeth can maximally interdigitate. This shift is thought to cause the contralateral condyle to move anteriorly, inferiorly, and medially within the temporomandibular joint (TMJ). Much attention has been given recently to the affects of this functional shift on the condyles. An attempt to determine if pathological position of the condyles can cause condylar signs or symptoms similar to degenerative joint disease (DJD) or juvenile condylar resorption (JCR), or cause the position of the condyle is in an altered position within the TMJ. Only a few studies have evaluated condylar position within the TMJ using CBCT, with varying results. This study will attempt to determine if the presence of a unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift will result in a difference in condylar position within the joint.

Significance of the Problem:

Sparse documentation exists on cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) evaluation of the condyle position and surface changes. This information could be used to properly evaluate the effect of unilateral posterior crossbite correction on condylar position and surface changes. Without first establishing
the effect of unilateral posterior crossbite on the condyles, the post-treatment result cannot be determined adequately. Much more information is needed to understand the effect of unilateral posterior crossbite on the condyles.

**Purpose of the Study:**

The aim of this study is to evaluate the maxillary and mandibular transverse discrepancies by the Vanarsdall and Miner approaches. We will evaluate condylar width and condylar angle to the midsagittal plane, positional differences between crossbite side and non crossbite side condyles, and condylar osseous changes, such as progressive condylar resorption (PCR), in the study and control groups. We hypothesize that osseous changes, between the right and left sides, will be present on significantly more patients with FUPXB than children without a crossbite or functional shift, and we also hypothesize that the effected side will be further from the glenoid fossa than the noncrossbite side.

**Null Hypothesis:**

1. There will be no difference in the maxillary and mandibular transverse dimensions by the Vanarsdall approach in the study compared to the control in untreated orthodontic patients.

2. There will be no difference the maxillary and mandibular transverse dimensions by the Miner approach in the study compared to the control.
3. There will be no difference in the angle of the maxillary and mandibular first molars between the study and control groups, and between the crossbite and non crossbite sides of the study group.

4. There will be no difference in the width of right and left condyles in the study compared to the control.

5. There will be no difference in the condylar angle to the midsaggital plane between the control and the study groups, and between the crossbite and non crossbite sides of the study group.

6. There will be no difference in position of condyles in the TMJ, when comparing similar points, between the control and the study groups, and between the crossbite and non crossbite sides of the study group.

7. There will be no difference in the signs of osseous changes of the control group to the study group.

Definition of Terms

• 2D – Two Dimensional (2-Dimensional)
  
  ○ Refers to objects that are rendered visually on paper, film or on screen in two planes (X and Y; width and height). Two-dimensional structures or images are used to simulate 3D objects. In the computer, a 2D drawing program can be used to illustrate a 3D object; however, in order to interactively rotate an object in all axes, it must be created as a 3D drawing in a 3D drawing program.

• 3D – Three Dimensional (3-Dimensional)
• Refers to objects that are rendered visually on paper, film or on screen in three planes (X, Y and Z). 3D images are true representations of 3D objects.

• Centric Relation (CR)
  o The maxillo-mandibular relationship in which the condyles articulate with the thinnest avascular portion of their respective discs with the complex in the anterior-superior position against the slopes of the articular eminences. This position is independent of tooth contact. This position is clinically discernible when the mandible is directed superiorly and anteriorly. It is restricted to a purely rotary movement about the transverse horizontal axis

• Cephalogram
  o Synonym for a cephalometric radiograph.

• Cephalometric analysis
  o An analysis made on a radiograph of the head (cephalometric radiograph) comprised of referents and landmarks used to describe relationships of skeletal and dental components, usually compared to a norm.

• Cephalometric radiograph
  o A radiograph of the head made with reproducible relationships between the x-ray source, the subject, and the film.

• Computed tomography (CT)
• A series of radiographs (flat, two-dimensional grayscale images) that are analyzed and rendered via computer to produce a three-dimensional volumetric or surface mapped image. Also referred to as Medial CT or MCT.

• Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT)
  o A computed tomography scan utilizing an x-ray beam in the shape of a cone to provide images of bony structures. Data is captured by a flat receiver that detects pulses of cone shaped beam radiation. The result is a stack of two-dimensional grayscale images of the anatomy which can be rendered into volumetric data to visualize anatomical structures in three dimensions. Also known as Cone Beam Volumetric Tomography (CBCT)

• Degenerative joint disease (DJD)
  o Mechanical abnormality involving degradation of joints, including articular cartilage and subchondral bone. It associated with loss of cartilage and bone exposure and damage. It has many causes including hereditary, developmental, metabolic, and mechanical deficits.

• Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)
  o DICOM is a standard for handling, storing, printing, and transmitting medical images.

• Frankfort Horizontal Plane
o A horizontal plane represented in profile by a line between the lowest point on the margin of the orbit and the highest point on the margin of the auditory meatus.

• Frankfort – Mandibular Plane angle (FH/MP)
  o The angle formed at the intersection of the Frankfort horizontal plane with the Mandibular Plane. This angle is often used to define the vertical dimension in human facial forms. This angle defines whether a patient is hyperdivergent, hypodivergent, or normodivergent.

• Image intensifier
  o Allows real time image feed to an analog or digital receiver for compilation or viewing of live radiographic images.

• Landmark
  o A fixed, reproducible (anatomical) point of reference on a radiograph.

• Mandibular Plane
  o A plane constructed from the most anterior inferior portion of the mandible, termed mention, and the most inferior posterior border of the mandible termed gonion.

• Maximum Intercuspation (MI), Centric Occlusion (CO), and Intercuspal Position (ICP)
  o The occlusal position of the mandible in which the cusps of the teeth of both arches fully interpose themselves with the cusps of
the teeth of the opposing arch. This is also referred as centric occlusion and intercuspal position.

- **Progressive Condylar Resorption (PCR)**
  
  o A localized noninflammatory degenerative disorder of the TMJ's that is characterized by lysis and repair of the articular fibrocartilage and underlying subchondral bone, occurring most commonly during puberty in female individuals.

- **Referent**
  
  o A variable, reproducible (anatomical) point related to a landmark on a radiograph.

- **Resolution**
  
  o The smallest distance between two points at which the viewer can still distinguish the two points as separate entities. Higher resolutions provide finer detail.

- **Sievert (Sv)**
  
  o Standard international (SI) unit of radiation dose equivalent. This unit of measure reflects the biological effects of radiation (as opposed to the physical aspects which are characterized by absorbed dose measured in Grays).

- **Temporomandibular joint (TMJ)**
  
  o It is a bilateral synovial articulation between the mandibular condyle and the temporal bone. It is a ginglymoarthrodial joint that provides the mobility of the mandible during masticatory, speech, and other
oral processes. The unique feature is a dense fibrocartilage articular disc between the condyle and temporal bone.

• Tomogram
  o A radiograph representing a “slice” or sectioned focal area by moving an x-ray source and the film in opposite directions during exposure. Structures in the focal plane appear sharp, while structures in front of and behind the plane are blurred.

• Unilateral Posterior Crossbite with a Functional Shift
  o This malocclusion present with a unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift from centric relation to maximum intercuspation that can be determined clinically. It is associated with a symmetrically transverse deficient maxilla and at least one posterior tooth in crossbite.

• Volumetric
  o Visual representation of an image in three dimensional space.

• Voxel
  o The smallest element in building a three-dimensional image. It is similar to a “pixel” in a flat two-dimensional image display. Voxel size is important in defining the resolution of a volumetric image (smaller voxel size = higher resolution). The voxel size of a CBCT image can be as small as 0.16 cubic millimeters while the voxel size of a traditional CT image is 0.32 cubic millimeters.
**Assumptions:**

It is assumed that the CBCT scans are of sufficient quality with no patient movement contributing to the introduction of radiographic artifacts, that the operator in this study has a working knowledge of computer technology, and that the landmarks can be accurately identified using Cone-Beam Computed Tomography technology. It also assumed that the CBCT scans on subjects were taken in centric occlusion or maximum intercuspsation, and that the CBCT scans on subjects were taken prior to initiation of any type of orthodontic or orthopedic treatment.

**Limitations:**

There will be gender, ethnicity, and medical history differences among the subjects. Scans may contain artifacts depending on patient movement and machine calibration. Measurements are limited to the researcher’s ability to accurately manipulate the CBCT image. The study is limited to the private practice subject database of Thomas Shipley, D.M.D., M.S. of Peoria, AZ.

**Deliminations:**

One researcher will orient all CBCT images according to the standard X-, Y-, and Z- axes. One researcher will make all measurements using the CBCT scan. The study will be limited to 3D Cone-Beam Computed Tomography scans on subject’s pre – orthodontic treatment. Only one CBCT unit from Dr. Shipley’s office was used to take the images, i-CAT 17-19 Next Generation.
Mandible Growth and Development:

Enlow has clearly defined the changes that occur during growth and development of the mandibular body and condyle (1). The body intramembranously develops by surface apposition, and the condyle develops by endochondral proliferation. The anterior borders of the mandible body above the bony chin, the anterior ramus, and the posterior inferior border of the mandible are areas of resorption, while the posterior border of the ramus, the anterior inferior border of the mandible, and the chin are areas of deposition. From Bjork’s implant study, it is understood that the condyle is an active growth site, and that there is some intrinsic capability of the condyle to grow posteriorly and superiorly (2). Conversely, the condyle/ramus complex has an adaptive response to the nature of the surrounding soft tissues and complexes acting upon. Gu and McNamara, in 2007, studied mandibular growth over superimposition of metallic implants over the evaluation of cervical vertebral maturation scales from CS1 to CS6. They found typical mandibular changes including forward upward orientation of the ramus due to, in part, condylar vertical growth (3).

Anatomy of the Temporomandibular Joint:

The temporomandibular joint (TMJ) is a compound joint and one of the most complex joints in the body. It is ginglymoarthrodial joint that both hinges
and translates. The TMJ is formed by the mandibular condyle articulating with the glenoid fossa of the temporal bone separated by the articular disc. The condyle is a convex articular surface consisting of a more prominent medial pole and a less prominent lateral pole. In the adult patient, the mediolateral length of the condyle is 15 to 20 mm and the anteroposterior width is 8-10 mm. The glenoid fossa is the concave articulating surface for the condyle. Anterior to the glenoid fossa is the articular eminence that has a significantly variable degree of convexity. The articular disc is fit between the condyle and glenoid fossa, and serves as the nonossified bone that allows movements of the joint. The disc and articulating surfaces of the condyle and articular fossa are comprised of dense fibrous connective tissue. From a sagittal view, the disc is biconcave in shape with a thin intermediate zone surrounded by a thick anterior band and slightly thicker posterior band. From an anterior view, the precise shape is variable depending on morphology, but is generally thicker medially than laterally. The disc is slightly flexible and can mildly adapt to the articular surfaces of the condyle and articular eminence during function. Posteriorly, the disc is attached to highly vascularized and innervated tissue called the retrodiscal tissue. Superior to the retrodiscal tissue, is the superior retrodiscal lamina highly comprised of elastic fibers. The inferior retrodiscal lamina is comprised mainly of collagenous fibers. Anterior attachments of the disc are to the capsular ligament, which surrounds the majority of the joint, tendons of the lateral pterygoid muscle, superiorly to the articular surface of the temporal bone, and inferiorly to the anterior border of the articular surface of the condyle. The disc attaches to the
capsular ligament medially and laterally as well with the collateral ligaments. The capsular ligament attaches superiorly to the temporal bone and the articular eminence and inferiorly to the neck of the condyle (4).

The TMJ has two compartments, formed by the disc, for different purposes during function and mastication. The superior compartment allows for translation, and the inferior compartment, also known as the condyle-disc complex, serve for hinge movement of the joints. During rest there is a base interarticular pressure from a static tonus from the muscles of mastication that allow the articular surfaces of the joint to be maintained, and during function the interarticular pressure of the joint increases (4). As individuals grow and develop, the growth sites of the mandible are the posterior ramus and the condylar and coronoid processes. As described, the temporomandibular joint is very complex in it’s nature, and has an incredible adaptive ability to provide function in the development of a diverse array of occlusions and malocclusions, such as a posterior crossbite.

Maxillary Transverse Deficiency:

There are my different types of crossbites, and they can be attributed to either dental or skeletal maxillary transverse discrepancies. Howe, in 1983, found that the typical non crowded width of the maxilla was 36-39mm, measured at the most lingual aspect of the maxillary first molars, and those with arch widths less than 31mm were often crowded and were in need of expansion, either orthopedic or surgically assisted (5). In 1981, the Angle Orthodontist editorial
“Fifty Years of Cephalometric Radiography,” stated “We treat in three dimensions… we can no more close our eyes to the information in the frontal view than we could afford to ignore the lateral view up to now” (6). Ricketts published an article, in the same journal, the Rocky Mountain Analysis, which described specific radiographic landmarks and measurements to assess the transverse dimension between the maxilla and mandible (7). The landmarks where maxillary and mandibular transverse dimensions are measured are jugale right (JR), jugale left (JL), antegonion right (AG), antegonion left (GA), zygomatic right (ZR), and zygomatic left (ZL). Actual effective maxillary width is determined by the linear measurement from JR to JL, and jugal points occur at the intersection of the outline of maxillary tuberosity and the zygomatic buttress. Actual effective mandibular width can be determined by the linear measurement from AG and GA, and the antegonial points occur at the lateral inferior margin of the antegonial protuberance, just below the antegonial trihedral area. The maxillomandibular transverse differential index is defined as the expected maxillomandibular transverse differential minus the actual maxillomandibular transverse differential (8). The expected maxillomandibular transverse differential norms provided here are based on Caucasian individuals. This maxillomandibular differential index was described by Vanarsdall and is named the Vanarsdall Transverse Differential Index.
Maxillomandibular Transverse Differential Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9 Yr Old</th>
<th>Change/Yr to</th>
<th>Normal (Expected)</th>
<th>Patient (Actual)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective Mandibular Width (GA to AG)</td>
<td>76 ± 3mm</td>
<td>+1.4mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Maxillary Width (JR to JL)</td>
<td>62 ± 3mm</td>
<td>+0.6mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normal Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Maxillary</th>
<th>Mandibular</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Adult)

Expected Maxillomandibular Diff. = Expected Mand. Width – Expected Max. Width = ______ mm
Actual Maxillomandibular Diff. = Actual Mand. Width – Actual Max. Width = ______ mm

Expected – Actual Maxillomandibular Differential = ______ mm.

The tables provided are based out of Vanarsdall’s 1999 publication, “Transverse Dimension and Long-Term Stability” (8).

There are many factors that cause concerns when using posterioranterior cephalometric analysis. Many structures are superimposed, and landmark
identification errors occur more frequently than desired for accuracy and clinical implementation (9, 10). Also, any deviation from normal in the orientation of the head within the cephalostat can affect the relationship of landmarks (11, 12). This makes it harder to assess symmetry and measure horizontal distances. Also, landmarks located farther from the posterior-anterior porionic axis have greater variations and are affected by head rotation to a greater extent, making this method of evaluation of the transverse dimension more difficult (12, 13). CBCT scans have the potential to reduce some of these common errors attributed to 2-D cephalometrics and can also accurately analyze asymmetry, condylar pathology, airway patency, and skeletal discrepancies (14, 15). It has also been proven that CBCT measurements are more precise compared to traditional 2-D measurements of anatomic measurements (16, 17).

The JR-JL:AG-GA differential has been the standard maxillomandibular method of comparison until recently. Miner, et al. in 2012, published an article describing a new method of evaluating the transverse dimension (18). They measured the axial angle of the maxillary and mandibular first molars compared to the functional occlusal plane, the maxillary and mandibular midalveolar process widths, and then calculated the difference between the maxillary and mandibular midalveolar widths. Their normal data was taken from 1 standard deviation from the noncrossbite group molar inclination. They found that patients with or without crossbites can have significant maxillomandibular transverse discrepancies that might warrant treatment.
**Posterior Crossbite:**

Posterior crossbite (PXB) is defined as an abnormal buccal-lingual relationship of opposing maxillary and mandibular molars, premolars, or both in intercuspal position (ICP). This occurs when the maxillary posterior teeth or jaw is narrower than the mandibular posterior teeth or jaw, and can occur either bilaterally or unilaterally. Unilateral posterior crossbite (UPXB) is a relatively common malocclusion found in children in the early and mixed dentitions, and can occur with or without a functional shift (FUPXB) to the crossbite side from centric relation (CR) to ICP. Posterior crossbite can develop or self correct at any point during the eruption of the primary dentition to the eruption of the permanent dentition (19-22). The reported incidence of posterior crossbite ranges from 7% to 23% in primary, mixed and permanent dentitions (20, 22-25). Frequency of UPXB occurs 5.9% to 9.4% of the total population, while FUPXB is the most common form of posterior crossbite occurring from 80% to 97% of all posterior crossbite cases (20, 26-29). FUPXB occurs in the primary dentition is 8.4% and 7.2% in the mixed dentition (24). The frequency of self-correction of posterior crossbites ranges from 0% to 9% while natural development of crossbites not previously present is 7% (20, 24).

The etiology of posterior crossbites is unclear, but has been related to many factors or a combination of many factors that included dental, skeletal, soft tissue, respiratory, functional neuromuscular, or habitual abnormalities (30-34). Dental abnormalities relating to PXB include can include one or multiple teeth.
Simple crossbites include one tooth that is deflected out of the arch line by deficient arch length, abnormal eruption pattern, or over retention of a deciduous tooth (24). It is possible for a normal maxillary width to be present with a lingual version of the maxillary molars causing dental crossbite involving multiple teeth. It is reported there are three maxillary/mandibular relationships present in a skeletal posterior crossbite: narrow maxilla, normal mandible; normal maxilla, wide mandible; and narrow maxilla, wide mandible (35). A reduced maxillary intermolar width is often attributed to a skeletally narrow maxilla causing a posterior crossbite, and narrow maxillas can have genetic and environmental etiologies. Skeletal factors influencing posterior crossbites include smaller maxillary to mandibular intermolar dental width ratio and greater lower face height (36). Upper airway obstruction, infantile intubation, and non-nutritive sucking habits are environmental factors associated with posterior crossbites caused by a narrow maxillary width. Upper airway obstruction from hypertrophied adenoids or tonsils and allergic rhinitis can result in mouth breathing and have a higher correlation with the development of posterior crossbites (33, 37, 38). Neonates who have been intubated also have significantly higher prevalence of posterior crossbites (39). Many studies have showed that children of various ages from two to six years old with finger and pacifier sucking habits have an increased incidence of posterior crossbite (31, 40-42). It is important to note that all these factors and likely etiologies for posterior dental crossbites are not absolutely suggestive of a direct cause and effect relationship with posterior crossbites.
**Types of Crossbites:**

Functional unilateral posterior crossbites present with a unilateral crossbite with a functional shift from CR to ICP that can be determined clinically. It is associated with at least one posterior in crossbite and the midlines are usually not aligned. In maxillary skeletally narrow crossbites, the severity of maxillary transverse deficiency is less in FUPXB than in bilateral crossbites. As the mandible bodily shifts from CR into ICP, the skeletal mandibular midline, and frequently dental midline, are deflected to the crossbite side. The patient appears asymmetric with FUPXB, but the mandible is not asymmetric, only positioned asymmetrically. This is to be differentiated from true skeletal crossbites where the etiology is an asymmetric mandible without a CR-ICP shift. The maxillary arch is also usually symmetric while the maxilla is transversely constricted in a FUPXB. The constriction is often accompanied with excess maxillary crowding due to the decreased arch length as compared to the mandibular arch. Because of the rotational closure of the mandible in the FUPXB, the crossbite side often is a partial to full step Class II molar relationship while the non-crossbite side shows a Class I molar relationship (43).

**Detection of Joint Changes:**

It has been established that clinical exams are not reliable for accurate diagnosis of TMD in patients with signs and symptoms of internal joint derangements (44). It has also been published that some form of radiographic
exam is essential in the diagnosis of TMD, and cone beam computed tomography is superior to conventional radiography due to the lack of superimposition of structures found conventionally (45). This diagnostic imaging of both hard and soft tissues has significantly increased the understanding of the TMJ and associated disorders. Through the 1970’s and 1980’s, arthrography was the leading soft tissue exam for TMJ. During the 1980’s computed tomography was used to evaluate the TMJ, but is mainly useful for osseous abnormalities due to inferior soft tissue resolution. During the 1980’s and 1990’s, magnetic resonance (MR) imaging has become the ideal modality for soft tissue TMJ diagnosis (46). TMJ bony changes are currently evaluated by panoramic radiography, linear or complex motion conventional tomography (CT), and computed tomography with helical or multi-slice CT or CBCT. It is important to note that radiography can only detect condyle-fossa relationship and the severity of osseous abnormalities. Osseous changes from degenerative arthritis that can be determined within the TMJ are loss of articular cortication, erosions, sclerosis, flattening of the articular surfaces, and osteophyte formation (47, 48).

In 2004, Tsiklakis, et al. outlined a reconstruction technique for examination of the TMJ using CBCT, and determined that a comprehensive radiographic evaluation of the bony components of the TMJ could be completed. It was concluded that CBCT should be the imaging technique of choice when evaluating bony changes of the TMJ (49). A systematic review by Hussain, et al. in 2008 reviewed articles pertaining to the diagnostic capability of different imaging modalities to assess TMJ erosions and osteophytes. As quoted by
Hussain et al., “axially corrected sagittal tomography (ACST) is currently the imaging modality of choice for diagnosing erosions and osteophytes in the TMJ”. CT does not add additional information that cannot be found from the axially corrected sagittal tomography. It was also determined that CBCT has a similar or higher diagnostic capability than helical CT (HCT), and was a viable choice for detecting TMJ erosions and osteophytes. (50). Honey, et al. found CBCT images to be more reliable and have greater accuracy in the detection of condylar cortical erosion than corrected angle linear tomography and TMJ panoramic projections (51). Intraobserver reliability of CBCT images were substantially greater than plane projection linear tomography. A more recent study in 2012 by Zain-Alabdeen and Alsadhan, determined that CBCT accuracy for detecting surface osseous changes like erosions and osteophytes was comparable to multidetector CT (MDCT) and should be encouraged because CBCT has less radiation exposure. High accuracy with intraobserver reliabilities was also found (52).

Changes in the TMJ with Unilateral Posterior Crossbite with a Functional Shift:

In 2009, Ikeda and Kawamura published a study where limited CBCT was used to find the optimal position of the mandibular condyle within the glenoid fossa. All of the subjects joints were completely symptom free, and the position of the articular disc was verified by MRI analysis. The joint spaces found were
statistically significant. The joint spaces were AS of 1.3mm, SS of 2.5mm, and PS of 2.1mm (53).

Positional differences of the condyles in FUPXB have been reported for the crossbite and non-crossbite side. Tomograms reveal that in ICP, the crossbite side condyle is forced upward and backward in the glenoid fossa while the condyle is distracted forward in the non-crossbite side (43). If the mandible itself is asymmetric and is causing the UPXB’s, there is no difference in the condylar position in the joint spaces, which is different if there is a symmetric mandible with functional shift. In animals, it has been shown that altering mandibular position with either bite planes or occlusal grinding, results in alterations in muscular and skeletal growth patterns with changes occurring at the ramus and condyle (54-56). Fuentes, et al. describes how lateral functional shift of the mandible can affect the condylar cartilage thickness and proliferation, and the gene expression in condylar cartilage. Mandibular condylar cartilage thickness was significantly greater at the majority of timepoints on the protruded side, while the nonprotruded side trends were generally opposite (27). Condylar cartilage thickness and proliferative activity might accompany those with a lateral functional shift. Additionally they examined the relationship of gene expression insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF2) and four of their receptors and found that gene expression was significantly different between the protruded and nonprotruded side, and the mRNA expression was opposite most of the time within the protruded and nonprotruded condyles (57). Liu, et al. found that rats exposed to a 2mm left shift had developed asymmetric
mandibles. The length of the condylar head was greater on the ipsilateral side, and the mandible on the ipsilateral side grew in a more anterior superior direction (58).

Growth changes that could occur by alterations in mandibular position, can benefit, damage, or have no effect on the structures of the TMJ. Any type of damage to the TMJ is considered TMJ disease (TMD). It was shown that if the crossbite is not corrected the mandible may grow and develop asymmetrically due to the lateral displacement and asymmetric muscle function (59).

In 1980, Myers, et al. used pre- and post-treatment transcranial radiographs and identified significant differences in the vertical (superior) and horizontal (anterior) measurements on either the crossbite or noncrossbite side pretreatment, and there were no significant differences post treatment. They also found that the superior joint space and anterior joint space was increased on the noncrossbite side. They concluded there is potential for adaptive growth changes to occur if the mandibular shifting occurred resulting from malocclusion (60). A more elaborate pilot study using transcranial radiographs was performed by Nerder, et al. in 1999 (61). The position of the condyles prior to treatment, during the use of a splint, and post retention was investigated. Erosions, sclerosing, and flattening was not found, and the position of the crossbite and noncrossbite side condyles were similar. However, upon placing a flat plane splint, the crossbite side was displaced 1.3mm forward. Upon completion of treatment, there was not discernment between the crossbite and noncrossbite side condyles (61). The study concluded that transcranial radiographs give
“rough indication of the condylar position,” and the original positions of the condyles likely have been compensated by surface modeling within the TMJ. Unfortunately, the use of transcranial radiographs introduces potential error when measuring condylar position, because the scans have compromised image quality and projection effects. Mongini described how transcranial radiographs do not allow a detailed description of the condyle fossa relationship (62). Hesse, et al. performed a tomographic analysis of the condylar position in patients with a FUPXB in 1997 on patients before and after expansion treatment (43). The noncrossbite condyle moved posteriorly and superiorly from before to after expansion treatment, and the superior joint space was the greatest on the noncrossbite side before treatment. Relative condylar position was more anterior on the noncrossbite side before treatment, but both sides were similar after treatment. Pinto, et al., in 2001, analyzed mandibular morphology using submentovertex radiographs (SMV), and also analyzed joint space symmetry with zonograms. Zonograms are 4 turn spiral complex motion tomography, and were taken at 15°, 20°, 25°, and 30° from the midsagittal plane with thickness layers of 16mm. They observed the ramus, both the condyle and the coronoid, was significantly longer on the noncrossbite side, the posterior and superior joint spaces were larger on the noncrossbite side, and the mandible was without any significant morphological or positional asymmetries after treatment (63). In 2007, Kecik, et al. evaluated mandibular condylar position and morphological asymmetry using lateral, posteroanterior, and SMV cephalograms, transcranial temporomandibular joint radiographs, joint vibration analysis and
electromyographic recordings. Before expansion treatment, mandibular asymmetry was present and the crossbite side was significantly smaller than the noncrossbite side, while the control groups had no statistical asymmetry present. Pretreatment, the posterior and superior joint spaces were significantly smaller on the crossbite side while the anterior joint space was greater on the crossbite side. After treatment, there were no differences between crossbite and non crossbite joint spaces (64).

Pellizoni, et al. used MRI to evaluate the position and configuration of the articular disc in those with and without a FUPXB, and all of their subjects had asymptomatic joints. No significant differences in disk position or morphology were found, but one joint in the control and one joint in the shift group had a folded disc (65).

In 2012, Leonardi, et al. performed a low dose CT study analyzing the crossbite and noncrossbite side condyles pretreatment and post treatment. No differences in position of the condyles pre-treatment were found, but significant increases in superior joint space on the non-crossbite side, and relative increases in anterior and posterior joint spaces on the noncrossbite sides occurred post treatment. Additionally, the posterior joint space increased only on the crossbite side post treatment (66).
**Cone Beam Computed Tomography:**

Cone beam computed tomography utilizes a flat panel detector instead of an image intensifier (67). CBCT scanners have been available for craniofacial imaging since 1999 in Europe and since 2001 in the United States. The scanner utilizes a cone shaped x-ray beam that pulses on and off as the scan is executed. The pulsing action reduces radiation exposure to the patient and shortens scan time. The cone beam scan produces raw data that requires the use of computer software in order to reconstruct volumetric data. This is in contrast to a conventional CT scanner that provides a set of consecutive slices of the imaged area (68).

The increase acceptance of CBCT in clinical orthodontics has influenced researchers to study the accuracy of CBCT. In 2007, it was found that lateral cephalometric images rendered from CBCT data was more accurate than traditional lateral cephalometric headfilms (69). It is also found that many linear measurements between cephalometric landmarks on 3D volumetric surface renderings obtained using Dolphin 3D software generated from CBCT datasets may be statistically significantly different from anatomic dimensions, most can be considered to be sufficiently clinically accurate for craniofacial analyses (70).

With recent medical awareness of the general public, concern rises in the area of radiation safety with regards to radiographic imaging. The amount of radiation one receives from an x-ray source depends on the field of view, the current multiplied by the scan time (mA), and the voltage (kVp) chosen. In 2004 radiation dose between a low-dose dental CT protocol, a standard CT protocol,
and CBCT were compared (71). Standard dental CT protocols has an effective dose of approximately 3.4 mSv and a low-dose protocol can be up to nine times less radiation (approximately 0.37 mSv). CBCT effective dose is approximately 0.11 to 0.5 mSv. However, some low-dose dental CT protocols might be superior to CBCT because the conventional CT can be used to evaluate soft tissue instead of high contrast, bony structures (72). A review article in 2006 summarized that the radiation dose from CBCT scanners have been reported to be 15 times lower than those of conventional CT scanners (a range from 0.04 to 0.05 mSv) which is a reduction of up to 98% compared with conventional dental CT scans (1.3 to 3.3 mSv for imaging the mandible and 1.0 to 1.4 mSv for imaging the maxilla) (73). Ultimately, the CBCT image volume requires much less radiation than that of a conventional dental CT scan but more radiation than that of a typical panoramic or cephalometric radiograph. The low radiation requirements are attributed to the pulse behavior of the x-ray beam in acquiring a cone beam image (72).

Being previously stated, many factors exist as a potential source for TMJ problems. Most chronic TMJ problems are associated with the aging process and arthritis and do not have one specific etiology. Functional shifts, associated with unilateral crossbite, abnormally load the TMJ and can cause joint and condylar abnormalities.
Chapter III – Experimental Design and Methods

**Imaging Protocol**

This study was done in collaboration with Thomas Shipley, D.M.D., M.S. of Peoria, AZ. All the images were provided by and used with permission by Dr. Shipley. The images were donated for this study with the intent for use in research. All the patients were imaged in iCAT using the same settings, 14.7 acquisition time with a mAs of 20.27 and a kVp of 120 with a field of view of 17mm x 23mm and voxel size of 0.3mm x 0.3mm. It was assumed that the CBCT scans on subjects were taken in centric occlusion and that the CBCT scans on subjects were taken prior to initiation of any type of orthodontic or orthopedic treatment. The subjects were selected randomly by starting with the most recent image and working backwards from the time of image collection. The entire database of Dr. Shipley was reviewed, about 1500 subjects. The DICOM files provided contained the age information of the subjects. The clinical examination findings were also provided to include the presence or absence of a FUPXB. The selection criteria for the DICOM file subjects were limited. The main criteria included patients seeking orthodontic treatment and a good quality DICOM file image. The experimental group will also have a transverse maxillary deficiency with posterior crossbite (involving greater than one tooth) on one side only with the teeth at maximum intercuspal position as indicated by the clinical exam.
Files will be excluded based on: no motion artifacts or other artifacts can be present, no developmental or acquired craniofacial deformity with or without mandibular/condylar involvement, no systemic disease, no history of orthodontic treatment, the control or experimental groups cannot have an anterior crossbite, no signs or symptoms of TMD according the the AAO medical history/exam, no missing teeth, excluding third molars, no carious lesions, extensive restorations, or pathologic periodontal status.

The control group was limited to the first 31 subjects meeting the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The study/crossbite group totaled 29 subjects which was inclusive of all the subjects meeting the inclusion and exclusion criteria within Dr. Shipley’s database. The CBCT radiographs used in this study were deidentified and the experimental design was reviewed and considered Exempt by the Institutional Review Board at West Virginia University.

**Methodology:**

The sixty DICOM files were analyzed using Anatomage, Inc. of California, InVivoDental 4.1 imaging software licensed to West Virginia School of Dentistry Department of Orthodontics. We assume that measurements are limited to the researchers’ ability to accurately manipulate the CBCT image. The examiner was allowed to manipulate image brightness, contrast, and magnification, and use the secondary reconstruction tools in the software program.

Each file will be oriented according to criteria set forth by Cho: the sagittal plane will be derived from a best fit of nasion, crista galli, sella, and, basion, the
axial plane will be parallel to Frankfort Horizontal, and the axial pane will be parallel to the frontozygomatic points (FZ) (74).

Figure 1: Image of a properly oriented CBCT image.

A lateral and posterior anterior cephalogram will be formed from the CBCT images and the following measurements will be measured in Dolphin Imaging, of California, 10.5 Premium Software that was licensed to West Virginia University School of Dentistry Department of Orthodontics. From the lateral cephalogram SNA, SNB, ANB, SN-MP, Upper I to SN, and IMPA will be measured. From the posteroanterior cephalogram AG-GA and JR-JL will be measured and the Maxillomandibular Transverse Differential Index(8) will be calculated:
Expected Maxillomandibular Diff. \(= \text{Expected Mand. Width} - \text{Expected Max. Width} = \) _______ mm

Actual Maxillomandibular Diff. \(= \text{Actual Mand. Width} - \text{Actual Max. Width} = \) _______ mm

Expected – Actual Maxillomandibular Differential = _______ mm.

Within each CBCT image the maxillomandibular difference according to Miner(18) will be completed. The axial angle of the maxillary and mandibular first
molars compared to the functional occlusal plane and the maxillary and mandibular midalveolar process widths will be measured. The calculated difference between the maxillary and mandibular midalveolar widths will be determined from the measurements.

Figure 2: Image of the dental transverse measurements and the molar inclinations as described by Miner.

**Condyle and TMJ Analysis:**

Viewed in the axial section, each condyle will have a sagittal section determined by a vertical plane bisecting the long axis. Anterior joint space, superior joint space, and posterior joint space will be measured at the bisected sagittal section and 5mm medial and lateral to this section. The angle of the long
axis of the condyle will be measured from the midsagittal plane. Each joint measurement was made twice over a 2 week period for reliability.

Figure 3: View of the imaging planes for joint space analysis.

Signs of active and reparative progressive condylar resorption and/or degenerative joint disease were recorded. Defects that were visualized were attempted to classify according to the following criteria, flattening, osteophytes, cup shaped defects, cortical surfaces defined but not corticated, and beaking, but due to inadequate image resolution on some images, an exact identification was not always possible.
**Statistical Analysis:**

The mean, standard deviation, and standard error were calculated on all variables measured. A one way group analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine differences between the control and study groups for both Vanarsdall and Miner’s transverse analysis, between the crossbite and non crossbite side molar inclinations, between the condyle widths and mid sagittal angles, and between the AS, SS, and PS for the medial pole, center position, and lateral pole of the condyles from the crossbite side to the non crossbite side, and to the controls. Matched t-test was done to determine differences between crossbite and non crossbite sides within the same patient. Pairwise correlations test was performed on all measurements to determine examiner reliability.
Chapter IV – Results

Study Demographics

The number of subjects selected was limited to the database of the Dr. Shipley and was even for both the control and study groups for this research project: 31 subjects were in the control group and 29 subjects were in the study group. A total of 120 TMJ’s were analyzed, with 62 of those being control sample TMJs, 29 TMJ’s were crossbite side and 29 TMJs were noncrossbite side. Of the 29 crossbite group subjects, 19 had crossbites to the left and 10 had crossbites to the right. To analyze the data within the spreadsheet, all crossbite side values were assigned to the left side and the non crossbite side values were assigned to the right side. It can be seen, from Table 1, that the mean age for the entire study sample was 9.61 years old with a range of 6.39 to 14.23. The lateral cephalometric analysis shows that the entire study sample had a relatively normal SNA, SNB, ANB, SN-MP, FMA, Upper 1-SN, and IMPA, but the ranges could be quite large. ANB ranged from -3.0 to 9.7, which states that we had Skeletal Class I, II, and III subjects make up the entire population. The entire study sample also had wide range of mandibular planes, SN-MP ranged from 25.5 – 43.2.
Table 1: Distribution of subject demographics for the entire sample.

Table 2 shows that the demographic distribution for both age and cephalometric skeletal patterns of the control group fell within normal limits, but it also had a wide range, like the entire population.

Table 2: Distribution of the Control Group and Distribution of the Crossbite Group

Table 2 also shows that the demographic distribution for the study group was consistent with the control group and the entire study population. The average
age for the control group was 9.78 ± 1.34, and the average age for the crossbite group was 9.43 ± 2.00. The average ANB of the control group was 3.7 ± 1.93, and the average ANB of the crossbite group was 3.4 ± 2.96. The average SN-MP for the control group was 33.4 ± 3.98, and the average SN-MP for the crossbite group was 34.4 ± 4.78. For age and skeletal morphologies, the groups were statistically similar.

**Transverse Measurements**

When comparing the tranverse differential index from Table 3, there were no significant differences between the control and crossbite groups. There were very slight trends between the means of the two groups. The mandibular width, AG-GA, of the crossbite group was slightly larger than that of the control group. The maxillary width, JR-JL, of the crossbite group was slightly smaller than that of the control group. The expected maxillo-mandibular difference was almost identical for the two groups. The actual maxillo-mandibular difference and the transverse differential index between the groups is slightly larger, which is to be expected given the differences in the maxillary and mandibular widths of the study groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>St Error</th>
<th>Crossbite</th>
<th>St Error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA-AG (mm)</td>
<td>74.75 ± 3.89</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>75.43 ± 3.73</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR-JL (mm)</td>
<td>57.89 ± 2.89</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>57.00 ± 2.48</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp Mx Md Diff</td>
<td>14.74 ± 0.81</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>14.77 ± 1.13</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act. Mx Md Diff</td>
<td>16.85 ± 3.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>18.41 ± 3.35</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDI</td>
<td>-2.12 ± 3.92</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-3.64 ± 3.29</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Vanarsdall’s Transverse Differential Index
Table 4 shows the maxillo-mandibular difference with the measurement approach as explained by Miner (18).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miner</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St Error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Md Width (mm)</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>30.98 ± 2.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crossbite</td>
<td>33.03 ± 2.25</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx Width (mm)</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>26.95 ± 1.76</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crossbite</td>
<td>24.81 ± 2.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx-Md Diff (mm)</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>-4.01 ± 2.69</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crossbite</td>
<td>-8.22 ± 3.04</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Miner’s Transverse Analysis

The mandibular widths were significantly wider on the crossbite group, 33.03 ± 2.25, compared to the mandibular width of the control group, 30.98 ± 2.48, with a p-value of 0.0015. The maxillary widths were significantly more narrow on the crossbite group, 24.81 ± 2.52, compared to the maxillary width of the control group, 26.95 ± 1.76, with a p-value of 0.0003. The maxillo-mandibular difference of the crossbite group was -8.22 ± 3.04 compared to the -4.01 ± 2.69 of the control group. The negative value means that the maxillary width is more narrow than the mandibular width. The maxillary width is more narrow than the mandibular width for both the control groups and the crossbite group.

**Molar Angle to the Functional Occlusal Plane**

Table 5 shows that there are no significant differences when comparing the control right side to the noncrossbite side upper and lower first molar, and when comparing the control left side to the crossbite side upper and lower first molar. There is a tenancy for the noncrossbite side mandibular molar to be
inclined slightly more lingually when compared to the right side of the control.

There is a tendency for the mandibular molar to be slightly more upright on the crossbite side as compared to the left side of the control. There is also a tendency for the non crossbite side maxillary molar to be slightly more buccally inclined than the right side of the control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>St Error</th>
<th>Crossbite</th>
<th>St Error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Md R 6 Axial</td>
<td>105.10 ± 4.50</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>107.13 ± 6.22</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Md L 6 Axial</td>
<td>105.42 ± 5.33</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>104.09 ± 6.11</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx R 6 Axial</td>
<td>80.13 ± 5.01</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>78.83 ± 4.41</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx L 6 Axial</td>
<td>80.05 ± 6.07</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>80.31 ± 4.66</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Upper and lower right and left first molar axial inclination to the functional occlusal plane.

Table 6 compares the right to the left molars on the control group and the crossbite group, and it shows there were no difference for either the maxillary or mandibular molars on the control groups. When comparing the mandibular molars for crossbite side to the noncrossbite side, there was a statistically significant difference with the crossbite side molar more upright compared to the non crossbite side, 104.09 ± 6.11 to 107.13 ± 6.22 respectively. When comparing the maxillary molars, the crossbite side was slightly more upright, 80.31 ± 4.66 to 78.83 ± 4.41 respectively, but not with any significance.
Condyle Size and Orientation

Table 7 below shows that there are no significant differences between the condyle width and angle to the midsagittal plane. All condyle widths were about the same except the mean crossbite side condyle was about 0.13mm more narrow than the rest of the condyles for all groups. Both crossbite side and noncrossbite side condyle were about 0.5 degrees less angulated when compared to the angulation for both condyles of the control group.

Table 7: Condylar Width and Condylar angle to the midsagittal plane

Table 8 compares the right and left condylar width and midsagittal angle on the same patient. For the control group, the right and left sides for both condylar width, 16.54 ± 1.63 and 16.54 ± 1.41 respectively, and right and left midsagittal angle, 68.32 ± 7.78 and 68.39 ± 8.36 respectively, are almost identical. For the Crossbite group, the noncrossbite and crossbite side condylar midsagittal angle,
68.86 ± 4.38 and 68.81 ± 4.96 respectively, were almost identical. The crossbite side condylar width was slightly smaller than the noncrossbite side condyle, 16.40 ± 1.73 and 16.53 ± 1.78 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>R Condyle Width</th>
<th>16.54 ± 1.63</th>
<th>L Condyle Width</th>
<th>16.54 ± 1.41</th>
<th>P-Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R Mid Sag Angle</td>
<td>21.68 ± 7.78</td>
<td>L Mid Sag Angle</td>
<td>21.69 ± 8.36</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Crossbite        | R Condyle Width  | 16.53 ± 1.78 | L Condyle Width | 16.40 ± 1.73 | 0.07     |
|------------------| R Mid Sag Angle  | 21.14 ± 4.38 | L Mid Sag Angle | 21.19 ± 4.96 | 0.93     |

Table 8: Compare right and left condylar width and midsagittal angle on the same patient.

**Condyle Position within Glenoid Fossa**

Table 9 below shows there are no significant differences when comparing the right side joint space of the control group to the noncrossbite side joint space of the crossbite group. When evaluating the center position of the condyle, the AS was slightly smaller for the noncrossbite side, and the PS was slightly larger for the noncrossbite side. When evaluating the medial pole of the condyle the AS and SS are slightly less for the noncrossbite side. The PS was slightly increased for the noncrossbite side. From the lateral pole of the condyle, there were slight increases in the SS and PS of the noncrossbite side condyle. The AS of the lateral pole was almost identical for both groups.
**Table 9**: Measurement of joint spaces for the right of the control compared to the non crossbite side. AS = anterior joint space, SS = superior joint space, and PS = posterior joint space. Med = Medial pole, Ctr = Central portion, and Lat = lateral pole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Crossbite</th>
<th>P- Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>St Error</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med AS (mm)</td>
<td>1.80 ± 0.46</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.62 ± 0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med SS (mm)</td>
<td>2.65 ± 0.70</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.46 ± 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med PS (mm)</td>
<td>2.71 ± 0.91</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.79 ± 0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctr AS (mm)</td>
<td>1.68 ± 0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.53 ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctr SS (mm)</td>
<td>2.49 ± 0.69</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.48 ± 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctr PS (mm)</td>
<td>2.07 ± 0.84</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.34 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat AS (mm)</td>
<td>1.74 ± 0.83</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.74 ± 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat SS (mm)</td>
<td>2.49 ± 0.83</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.61 ± 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat PS (mm)</td>
<td>2.68 ± 1.10</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.11 ± 1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 shows that there are no significant differences between the any of the crossbite side condylar joint spaces when compare to the left side of the control. When evaluating the center position on the condyle, the AS and SS were slightly decreased, while the PS was slightly increased when compare to the left side of the control group. When evaluating the medial pole, the AS and SS of the crossbite side condyle were slightly smaller, and the PS was almost identical when compared to the left side of the control group. When evaluating the lateral pole, the AS and SS were slightly smaller while the PS was slightly greater on the crossbite side when compared to the left side of the control group.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left X-bite</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Crossbite</th>
<th>P- Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Med AS (mm)</td>
<td>1.83 ± 0.65</td>
<td>1.69 ± 0.62</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med SS (mm)</td>
<td>2.58 ± 0.65</td>
<td>2.43 ± 0.86</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med PS (mm)</td>
<td>2.62 ± 0.90</td>
<td>2.60 ± 0.69</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctr AS (mm)</td>
<td>1.62 ± 0.52</td>
<td>1.47 ± 0.60</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctr SS (mm)</td>
<td>2.52 ± 0.78</td>
<td>2.42 ± 0.82</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctr PS (mm)</td>
<td>2.07 ± 0.74</td>
<td>2.09 ± 0.67</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat AS (mm)</td>
<td>2.01 ± 0.53</td>
<td>1.72 ± 0.71</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat AS (mm)</td>
<td>2.59 ± 0.65</td>
<td>2.29 ± 0.76</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat PS (mm)</td>
<td>2.51 ± 0.94</td>
<td>2.61 ± 1.05</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Measurement of joint spaces for the left of the control compared to the crossbite side. AS = anterior joint space, SS = superior joint space, and PS = posterior joint space. Med = Medial pole, Ctr = Central portion, and Lat = lateral pole.

Table 11 compares the joint spaces of the right and the left sides of the control groups. There was a significant difference between the AS of the lateral pole, with the right side being smaller than the left, 1.74 ± 0.83 and 2.01 ± 0.53 respectively. When evaluating the medial pole of the condyle, the left SS was slightly larger while the left PS was slightly smaller. When evaluating the center position of the condyles the joint spaces for AS, SS, and PS were almost very similar.
Table 11: Compare the right side condyle joint spaces to the left condyle joint spaces in the control group.

Table 12 compared the crossbite and noncrossbite side condylar spaces to each other. The only significant difference was between the SS of the lateral pole, with the crossbite side smaller, 2.29 ± 0.76 compared to 2.61 ± 0.87 of the noncrossbite side. The medial pole of the condyle on the crossbite side PS was slightly smaller than the noncrossbite side. The AS and SS were very similar. The center of the condyle’s AS and SS were very similar, and the PS was slightly greater on the crossbite side.
Table 12: Compare the noncrossbite side condyle joint spaces to the crossbite condyle joint spaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability Coefficient</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM AS 0.98</td>
<td>LM AS 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM SS 0.98</td>
<td>LM SS 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM PS 0.99</td>
<td>LM PS 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC AS 0.96</td>
<td>LC AS 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC SS 0.98</td>
<td>LC SS 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC PS 0.99</td>
<td>LC PC 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL AS 0.98</td>
<td>LL AS 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL SS 0.99</td>
<td>LL SS 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL PS 0.99</td>
<td>LL PS 0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Reliability Coefficients of all joint space measurements.

Table 13 shows the pairwise correlation that was performed on all joint space measurements two weeks apart. The two lowest values were for the right condyles center AS at 0.96 and the left condyle's lateral PS at 0.97. The rest had valued of 0.98 or 0.99.

A qualitative analysis of the condyles measured identified when a radiographic sign of joint disease was present. For the control group 19 of 31 subjects had a radiographic sign present, 2 of those 19 had a sign on right only, 4 of 19 on left only, and 13 of 19 had a sign bilaterally. For the crossbite group 21 of the 29 subjects had a radiographic sign present, 9 of the 21 had a sign on the crossbite side only, 6 of 21 on the noncrossbite side only, and 6 of 21 had a sign bilaterally. Signs included the following flattening on anterior, superior, or posterior parts of the medial, central, and/lateral poles, beaking, cortical irregularities, osteophytes, and cupping.
Chapter V - Discussion

Imaging

The TMJ's are a unique joint and their anatomical position makes it difficult to evaluate with traditional radiography. CT imaging is one of the leading methods for evaluating the TMJs. There are many different types of CT scans including linear or complex motion CT, helical or multi-slice CT, or CBCT. Tsiklakis, et al. showed that CBCT images are of high diagnostic quality, and are recommended to be the technique of choice when investigating boney changes of the TMJ (49). Suomalainen, et al. showed error of linear measurements using CBCT was less than linear measurements of multislice CBCT (75). Kobayashi, et al. reported that measurement error was significantly less with CBCT than spiral CBCT (76). In 2008, Honda, et al showed that bone thickness measurement was accurate and effective with limited cone beam x-ray CT. They concluded that CBCT allows accurate morphologic assessment of the boney structures of the TMJ (77). Every joint was measured twice in this study to determine the reliability with these measurements using CBCT images. The Pairwise Correlation test showed there was a high reliability for all the measurements. This coincides with previous studies showing high accuracy in measurements (77). The largest downside to CT imaging of the TMJ, is that it cannot image the soft tissue structures, mainly the articular disc.
**Study Demographics**

This study focused its attention on subjects in the mixed dentition to early permanent dentition stages, and wanted to determine if the presence of a unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift alone could alter the position of the condyles within the glenoid fossa. The mean age of the control group was 9.78 with a range of 6.69 to 12.74 years old. The mean age of the crossbite group was 9.43 with a range of 6.39 to 14.23. The mean ANB of the control group was 3.7 with a range of -0.3 to 6.8, and the mean ANB of the crossbite group was 3.4 with a range of -3.0 to 9.7. The means of both the control and the crossbite group were similar, but the crossbite group showed a larger range. It would have been ideal to have the ANB’s of both the control and the crossbite groups to have nearly identical values to eliminate any skeletal disparities between the groups even though they are statistically different. It has been documented that skeletal pattern can effect the position of the condyles within the glenoid fossa (78, 79). The mean SN-MP angle for the control group was 33.4 with a range of 26.8 to 41.4, and the mean SN-MP for the crossbite group was 34.4 with a range of 25.5 to 43.2. The crossbite side has a slightly larger range for the mandibular plane angle, but the groups are very similar. No studies were found to evaluate the direct impact of mandibular growth direction, either vertical or horizontal, on the position of the condyles within glenoid fossa. It was advantageous for this study that the skeletal patterns and age were consistent between groups because any significant difference in variables could have indirectly affected the results found between the control and crossbite groups.
Transverse Analysis

This study evaluated the transverse dimension by two different methods. The first was the traditional method using a posterior-anterior cephalogram and points from Rickett’s analysis (7). Vanarsdall had described this method as the Transverse Differential Index, and it is a well accepted method for evaluating the skeletal maxillary and mandibular widths using PA cephs (8). The TDI was used to evaluate the subjects as done historically. This measures the maxillary width as jugale right to jugale left and the mandibular width as antegonial right to antegonial left. From those measurements the actual maxillomandibular difference was calculated. An estimated maxillomandibular difference was calculated from norms bases on growth associated with age. You would subtract the two and that would give the transverse differential index (TDI). The TDI is useful because it give a relative measure of the maxillomandibular deficiency regardless of age. This study had a maxillary width for the control and the crossbite group at 57.89±2.89 and 57.00±2.48 respectively. This study had a mandibular width for the control and the crossbite group at 74.75±3.89 and 75.42±3.73 respectively. In 1996, Brin, et al. did a study evaluating the transverse dimension in patients in the mixed dentition with a unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift using the same analysis (80). Their study found the maxillary width for the crossbite group was reduced at 52mm, which was reduced more than ours at 57.00mm. The mandibular width was 76mm while ours was similar at 75.42mm. It was determined that by using an expansion
appliance the growth of the transversely deficient maxilla was positively affected well beyond what could be expected from normal growth.

The actual maxillomandibular difference of the control group was 16.85 ± 3.71 and the difference for the crossbite group was 18.41 ± 3.35. There was no statistical significance between the two. The expected maxillomandibular differences were almost identical which would be expected since the two study groups had similar demographics. The control was 14.74 ± 0.81 and the crossbite was 14.77 ± 1.13. The TDI of the control group was -2.12 ± 3.92, and the TDI of the crossbite group was -3.64 ± 3.29. There was no significance but the crossbite group had a slightly higher maxillomandibular difference as indicated by the TDI.

Miner, et al. was one of the first to publish a study measuring the palatal and lingual widths on a CBCT image. This method of measurement was used to evaluate the maxillary and mandibular alveolar widths based on CBCT images, and transverse dimensions have not been studied extensively using CBCT images. Our maxillary (palatal) width was 26.95mm ± 1.76 for the control group compared to 27.73mm ± 2.08 from Miner. Our maxillary width for the crossbite group was 24.81mm ± 2.52 compared to 26.43mm ± 2.12 from Miner. Our mandibular (lingual) width for the control group was 30.98mm ± 2.48 compared to 28.95mm ±2.79 from Miner. Our mandibular width for the crossbite group was 33.03mm ± 2.25 compare to 32.35mm ± 2.75 from Miner. Our control maxillomandibular difference was -4.01mm ±2.69 compared to -1.22 ± 2.91 from
Miner, and our crossbite maxillomandibular difference was -8.02mm ± 3.04 compared to -4.38 ±7.06 from Miner (18).

**Molar Angle to the Functional Occlusal Plane**

Most all unilateral posterior crossbites with a functional shift are a result of a symmetrically deficient maxilla tranversly. Dental compensation is often observed in the form of molar tipping either buccally or lingually, on the noncrossbite side compare to the crossbite side. Our study wanted to determine if the crossbite side molars showed less dental compensation compared to the noncrossbite side, which is similar to results found by Miner. For the control groups, our maxillary molars were inclined 80.13 ± 5.01 and 80.05 ± 6.07. Our maxillary molars were inclined more buccally when compared to the maxillary molar inclination 97.99 and 98.29 as published by Miner. For the control group our mandibular molars were inclined 105.10 ± 4.50 and 105.42 ± 5.33 compared to the 103.85 and 104.44 as published. For the crossbite groups our maxillary molars were inclined 78.83 ± 4.41 for the noncrossbite side and 80.31 ± 4.66 for the crossbite side, compared to their respective inclinations of 101.51 noncrossbite side and 96.98 crossbite side as published. For the crossbite group our mandibular molars were inclined 107.13 ± 6.22 on the noncrossbite side and 104.09 ± 6.11 on the crossbite side, compared to 105.93 noncrossbite side and 99.81 crossbite side as published (18). It is unclear as to why there was a substantial difference between our maxillary molar inclination and Miner’s maxillary molar inclination. Our maxillary molars were slightly buccally inclined,
but from the numbers, it appears that Miner’s maxillary molars were lingually inclined. Based on the appearance of the measurements, the measurements were believed to be taken in a similar fashion between both studies.

**Condylar Size and Orientation**

The angulation of the condyles for both the control and the crossbite group were not statistically significant. The control group was angulated 68.32 for the right side and 68.31 for the left to the midsagittal plane, and the crossbite group was angulated 68.86 for the noncrossbite and 68.81 for the crossbite side. The right and left condylar widths in the current study were both measured at 16.54 for the control group and the widths for the crossbite group was 16.53 for the noncrossbite side and 16.40 for the crossbite side. Two studies published by Vitral, et al. in 2002 and 2004 measured the condylar angle and width. Condylar angle to the midsagittal plane was found to be 64.73 and 65.77, which is slightly more angulated than what was found in the current study. Condylar widths were 17.83 and 17.68, which was slightly higher than in our group, but they studied an older population ranging from 12.8-42 years old with a Class II Div 2 morphology (81, 82).

**Joint Space**

This study attempted to evaluate the relationship of the medial, central, and lateral sections of the condyles to the glenoid fossa, even though Ikeda showed landmark identification became more difficult in the lateral areas of the
condyle (53). Part of this theory was based upon a study done by Christiansen, et al. that found the anterosuperior joint space was consistent across the joint when the disc was properly positioned within the joint (83). Hansson, et al., 1977, measured disc thickness upon autopsy of subjects ranging from 1 day to 93 years old. It was observed the anterior band was 2.0mm thick, the intermediate band was 1.1mm thick, and the posterior band was 2.9mm thick (84).

When evaluating the center position of the condyles only, this study found that the values for the control group were relatively similar to crossbite group. The main differences observed were for the AS for both crossbite and noncrossbite sides, for the SS of the crossbite side, and the PS of the noncrossbite side. The AS for both sides was slightly reduced compared to the control groups. The SS for the crossbite side was slightly reduced compared to the control side and it hints at a small tendency for the condyle to be more superior in the glenoid fossa. The PS for the non crossbite side was slightly increased compared to the control sides and it also hints at a small tendency for the condyle to be more anteriorly positioned on the noncrossbite side.

Ikeda used limited view CBCT and found that the AS was 1.3, SS was 2.5, and the PS was 2.1(53). When those values were compared to those of Kinniburgh, they were found to be smaller, but Ikeda believe that their values indicated a smaller range for optimally healthy joints, even though Kinniburgh used MRI analysis to determine healthy from pathologic joints. Kinniburgh did not use as rigorous a method to classify the healthy or optimal joints (53, 85).
Kinniburgh used MRI and tomograms to evaluate the condyles in normal patients and those with anteriorly displaced discs, and they found that the anterior joint space was 1.92, the superior joint space was 3.62, and the posterior joint space was 2.95 (85). Major, et al., in 2002, used MRI and tomograms to study joint position and they found that osseous adaptations occur within the TMJ if internal derangements are present and that disc displacement is associated with a reduced joint space (86). Katsavrias and Halazonetis, in 2005, using axially corrected tomograms found that class III subjects had a more elongated and anteriorly inclined condylar head and a wider and more shallow fossa. In the Class III group, the condyle was closer to the roof of the fossa. The Class II Division 1 and Division 2, differed only in the position of the condyle. The condyle of the Class II Div 2 was situated more anteriorly in the fossa. (87)

In 2012, Leonardi, et al. performed a low dose CT study analyzing the crossbite and noncrossbite side condyles pretreatment and post treatment. There were no differences in position of the condyles pre-treatment, but they measured significant increases in superior joint space post-treatment on the noncrossbite side, and relative increases in anterior and posterior joint spaces on the noncrossbite sides. The posterior joint space increased only on the crossbite side post treatment (66). Lam, et al. used horizontally corrected tomograms and found large standard deviations resulting in the inability to detect any significant differences within or between groups (88).

Vitral, et al., in 2002 and 2004, studied the TMJ of Class II Div I patients for condylar symmetry and condylar-fossa relationship using computed
tomography. The anterior joint space was measured at 1.32 and 1.23 per side, the superior joint space was 1.29 and 1.41mm per side, and the posterior joint space 1.86 and 1.85 per side in their study. Their study did not use the same methodology when selecting the points for joint space measurement as was selected in our study (81, 82). In another study published in 1987, Christiansen, et al. measured the anterior superior joint space was as 1.7mm, while the central superior joint space was 2.2mm. This study was completed with temporal bone CT scans and was also limited to those without clinical or radiographic signs of TMD (89).

Rodrigues, et al. has published papers discussing a topic called condylar concentricity. Condylar concentricity simply means that the condyle is in the exact middle of the glenoid fossa. This would not be expected because the thinnest part of the articular disc lies at the anterior-superior portion of the condyle. They determined the sagittal slice allows for the best measurement of condylar concentricity as opposed to other views. Rodrigues, et al., in 2009, used CT imaging to measure joints in Class I, Class II Div I, and Class III patients. In Class I subjects an anterior joint space of 1.29 and 1.22, a superior joint space of 1.57 and 1.59, and a posterior joint space of 1.87 and 1.65 was measured. In Class II Div I subjects an anterior joint space of 1.28 and 1.11, a superior joint space of 1.62 and 1.66, and a posterior joint space of 2.38 and 2.16 was observed. In Class III subjects they found an anterior joint space of 1.25 and 1.23, a superior joint space of 1.86 and 1.64, and a poster joint space of 2.21 and 1.99. The condyles in the Class II Div I and the Class III subjects were more
anteriorly placed than the Class I subjects. They did not find condylar concentricity within any of the groups (78, 79).

The thought that the condyles are asymmetrically positioned, with the crossbite side being more anterior and inferior within the glenoid fossa was not confirmed by this present study. Prior studies using transcranial radiography and tomography have documented that the positioning of the condyles is asymmetric from the crossbite to noncrossbite side (43, 60, 64). Cohlmia, et al., in 1996, used corrected tomograms to study Class I, II and III subjects and found that the right and left joints were frequently not in the same position within the glenoid fossa. They found the left to be more anteriorly positioned than the right, and that subjects with a skeletal and dental Class III demonstrated more anteriorly positioned condyles. Differences in the skeletal or dental Class I or II groups, were not observed and the presence of an overbite or a crossbite did not impact results (90). In 2008, Kilic, et al. evaluated panoramic and lateral cephalometric radiographs and determined that the patients with unilateral posterior crossbite had more asymmetric condyles on the crossbite side, and the condylar, ramal, and condylar-plus-ramal heights on the crossbite side were smaller than the noncrossbite side (91).

From studies more recently published, it has been found that positional differences between crossbite and noncrossbite side condyles is not present pre treatment in patients with a unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift. A strong theory behind the symmetry found in joint spaces on crossbite and noncrossbite sides recorded before treatment could be explained by
compensatory condyle fossa remodeling and/or variation in thickness of the articular TMJ disc as described by Hesse, et al. and Wang, et al. (43, 92). Wang suggested that the TMJ disc has the ability to adapt to any alteration caused by occlusal changes occurring in the space between the condyle and fossa (92). Myers, et al. also concluded there is the potential for adaptive growth changes to occur if the mandibular shifting occurred resulting from malocclusion (60).

The present study noticed a wide range of signs of progressive condylar resorption including erosions, sclerosing, flattening, cupping and osteophytes on both sides of the control and crossbite study groups. Yamada, et al. in 2004, studied subjects with and without TMD signs and/or symptoms who were about to undergo orthognathic surgery. Their results suggested that eminence flattening might occur as a result of TMJ changes from erosion to osteophyte formation and from anterior disc displacement with reduction to anterior disc displacement without reduction (93).

The only significant difference that was found in joint space was found between the right and left sides AS of the lateral pole on the control group and between the crossbite and noncrossbite sides of the SS of the lateral pole on the crossbite group. The difficulty in skeletal anatomy and morphology at the lateral pole of the condyle made measurement difficult and the difference is likely attributed to the wide anatomical differences found between the individual subjects of the entire group. It does not seem to be advisable to continue to measure joint spaces at lateral pole of the condyle in this similar fashion.
Radiography is not the only method being used to evaluate condylar position. Masi, et al., in 2009, treated subjects with unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift, and evaluated the disc in those subjects pre-treatment, after expansion therapy, and 9 months post-treatment with MRIs in a close mouth and open mouth positions. They did not find any changes in the articular disc position or configuration in over 95% of the subjects (94). Pellizoni, et al. used MRI to evaluate the position and configuration of the articular disc in those with and without a FUPXB, and all of their subjects had asymptomatic joints. No differences in disc position or morphology were found except that one joint in the control and one joint in the shift group with a folded disc (65).

In an attempt to limit the use of x-rays to analyze the condylar position, Lippold, et al. used an ultrasonic ARCUS® digma system. They studied a control and a unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift, and did not find any significant difference between the initial pretreatment groups (95).

**Limitations:**

The dental history findings, regarding TMJ status, were occasionally missing or incomplete preventing an accurate determination of the joint health upon clinical investigation. The clinical examination is not adequate method alone for evaluating TMJ status, but it provides for a baseline from where further analysis can initiate. Having a wide range of skeletal morphologies and age groups could have added unaccounted variables potentially affecting the results. The positioning of the subjects within the CBCT machine was not performed by a
single operator. Positioning for our study was based upon Frankfort's horizontal, as done in Leonardi’s study, while Ikeda paralleled the transverse plane from superior points of the external auditory meatus and the glenoid fossa.
Chapter VI – Summary and Conclusion

After evaluating all the variables measured, the most remarkable difference found was the maxillary (palatal) and mandibular (lingual) widths when comparing the control and the crossbite group. Our study population did not find a skeletal significant difference between the maxillomandibular skeletal measurements, but found an 8mm maxillomandibular difference when measuring by the method described by Miner’s approach. Ultimately there were no significant differences in joint space found between any of the groups with the exception of the AS of the lateral pole for the control group and the SS of the lateral pole of the crossbite group. Since there were no positional differences in the condyle between the control and crossbite groups, some sort of remodeling that occurs within the TMJ would likely have to occur. The null hypotheses accepted were:

1. There is no difference in the maxillary and mandibular transverse dimensions by the Vanarsdall approach in the study compared to the control in untreated orthodontic patients.

3. There is no difference in the angle of the maxillary and mandibular first molars between the study and control groups, and between the crossbite and non crossbite sides of the study group.

4. There is no difference in the width of right and left condyles in the study compared to the control.
5. There will be no difference in the condylar angle to the midsaggital plane between the control and the study groups, and between the crossbite and non crossbite sides of the study group.

6. There will be no difference in position of condyles in the TMJ, when comparing similar points, between the control and the study groups, and between the crossbite and non crossbite sides of the study group.
   a. For All but crossbite side and noncrossbite side lateral SS in the crossbite group, and the right and left lateral AS of the control group.

7. There will be no difference in the signs of osseous changes of the control group to the study group

The rejected null hypothesis were:

2. There is no difference the maxillary and mandibular transverse dimensions by the Miner approach in the study compared to the control.

6. There will be no difference in position of condyles in the TMJ, when comparing similar points, between the control and the study groups, and between the crossbite and non crossbite sides of the study group.
   a. For all but crossbite side and noncrossbite side lateral SS in the crossbite group, and the right and left lateral AS of the control group.
Chapter VII – Recommendations for Future Research

It is important to compare the changes that occur in any one joint before and after unilateral posterior crossbite correction. Future research can repeat this study to determine if age, gender, ethnicity, or skeletal morphology result in different outcomes. In order for an accurate determination of the effects of unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional on the joints, the conditions or parameters of healthy joints for varying skeletal patterns needs to be clearly identified. Future research could evaluate the occurrence of radiographic joint pathology in asymptomatic normal patients, and those with unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift. Also, an analysis on the severity and staging of radiographic signs of TMD on a normal compared to unilateral posterior crossbite with a functional shift could be done.
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Appendices

Appendix A:

April 17, 2014

To Lance Pittman of WVU Orthodontics,

I, Dr. Thomas Shipley, authorize Lance Pittman and West Virginia University access to the patient health information, including the cone beam computed tomography images, at my private practice in Peoria, AZ to use in conducting the study "CBCT Evaluation of Condylar Changes in Children with Unilateral Posterior Crossbites with a Functional Shift."

The patient health information will include basic demographics, clinical exam findings, and the CBCT images.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dr. Thomas Shipley
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